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Abstract— Nowadays the Web has demonstrated as a wealthy, remarkable and marvellous data source of information. More than one domains can be viewed and mined in the web. Data mining in web is known as web mining. Objectives of web data mining is taken in searching relevant and reliable and meaningful knowledge from web learn about the particular user and web synthesis also. Extracting the exact information from a large volume repository of unstructured [9-10] or semi structured web is a big challenge. Still researchers are having interest in web data mining. From the various solution of this problem one is Semantic Web. Semantic web is enhancement of current web in where information is provided along with meaning also, hence it enable computers and human being to work together in better coordination. The main deal in web mining techniques is to extract the exact information from web data. This article provides an overview of various Semantic web mining techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As stated by the Tim Berners-Lee about the World Wide Web (WWW) has given increase for vast volume of useful data to be gained in the digital form [1]. The growth rate of data is increasing exponentially in the web that has raised many new challenges. By the observation the data on the web described in appropriate manner and linked in the way that it can be used by automata, not only for display purpose. Generally these type of documents are not sufficiently descriptive and covered all over the web. As a consequence it is a big problem to retrieve the necessary and efficient information from the web. For this problem, from the possible solutions one is Semantic Web.

The semantic web is enhancement of the current web in which with the information meaning of data is also defined. So, both people and machines can do work together with better coordination [1]. Semantic web is cooperative and beneficial movement for application of machine – understandable environment that is led by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). The Semantic web [2] is an advanced evolution of the World Wide Web in which meaning of stored information and services on the web is clarified. The main goal of semantic web is convert unstructured [9-10] and semi-structured document into a “web of data” and evolution of present web by allowing users to find, publish, combine information more easily.

Semantic web can efficiently applicable in health sectors, business and social networking. Standard languages suggested by W3C for semantic web are Resource Description Framework (RDF) [4, 5], RDF-Schema (RDFS) [5], Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) [3][11], Web Ontology Language (OWL) [6] to retrieve and exchange the information. A XML document contains document’s content and corresponding DTD composition to meet with the effective requirements of structural exchange. With the increasing number of XML Vocabularies, the DTD expansion become complex, so XMLS is developed on the basis of W3C standards. Through these languages ontology [7] can be constructed that is used in semantic web. Each system specifies its own ontology different from the other system. So there is a possibility of presence of various ontologies in a particular domain. Various ontologies with proper interoperability in a domain mapped to each other [TABLE 2].

Still few challenges are present in semantic web field are Vastness, Vagueness, Uncertainty, Inconsistency, Deceit. To create record stores of data on the web, build vocabularies, apply rules for handling data, linked the data such type of functionalities are empowered by various technologies in semantic web. To extract the information from the web currently search engines are used. These search engines are working on the keyword-based search strategy, which make information extracting efficiency very low.

Use of semantic web mining to search the data will appreciably enhance the efficiency and output of web mining. Web mining can be illustrated as [17]: “Extract requirements, patterns and information from the web resources. Normally, Web mining is classified in three categories: Web content mining, Web structure mining and...”
Web usages mining.” Figure 1 tells about the Web mining classification.

To extract various types of data like text, image information and knowledge attribute from the web resources, Web content mining is used. For example: Which sites give you source code of project? Which sites are in English? Which pages have weather information? For network topological information extraction, web structure mining is used, that is link between the pages of site, point the page in another site, sort the page, import an important page etc. Web usage mining is allowing user to use the browser as an inter-mediator and use the linked pages. It will extract the interested information from the repository. For example, which services can client use? How much is the session time of individual page? Web mining plays a pindle role in semantic web mining to extract the information according to the user need. To extract the required information on the basis of query meaning various semantic web mining techniques exist.
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On the other hand side, after development of many technologies for semantic web mining still many conditions are there in which users are facing unreliable result. One of the most important reasons is identify exact requirement of user with the user defined query. Sometimes it happened because of ambiguity in the language itself and no context sensitive grammar present in that technology. Sometime the most dangerous case is users are not capable of describing the exact queries according to their requirement. In that case necessary condition is to learn users patterns [8] and determine their requirement to provide the exact information to them. In already present web data semantics details can not applicable. Many ideas and techniques are available in the literature portion for extracting the knowledge and information from the web.

II. RELATED WORK

Tak-Lam Wong et al., [12] has developed a framework by using Bayesian learning approach. That is for adapting information extraction wrappers. In this paper, author gave an approach that can automatically take the extraction patterns of information from existing source web site and can transfer it to new sites, and at the same time bring new attribute in light with semantic properties. This text fragments generative model is related to the layout format and attributes. And it is designed to tackle the uncertainty.

To tackle the wrapper adaption and new attribute discovery Bayesian learning approach and EM techniques are used. Experiments were conducted on more than 30 real world web sites and their domain was divided into three parts. And results indicate that this framework gives good performance.

New attribute discovery can recognise the semantic label of that attributes. Major important characteristics of this model is that both site independent content and site dependent features are considered at the time of learning process, A limitation of this model is that the query that acts as a input of model is normally short sentences or phrases. Before the final step, a preprocessing step is required to extract the information from web document that increase the confidence in both the techniques-wrapper adaption and new attribute discovery job.

Gholamzadeh et al., [13] has proposed a novel approach to enhance the process of web service discovery and for development of service oriented applications. This discovery based approach is automatically searching semantic similarity between web services. This method used clustering methods application to check the similarity index. In this paper, a “fuzzy semantic clustering algorithm” is discovered. This algorithm makes the XML-structure of pre-exist WSDL file and establish ontology that will support semantic details. Experiments are performed on a 100 data set of web services with ontology on four different domains because of limitation of preprocessing. From the experimental result it is concluded that web service discovery job completed in reasonable time and improve the searching efficiency with performing well overall. One of limitation of this method is it will not work for automatic web service discovery.

Jayatilaka A.D.S et al., [14] has investigated the problem of retrieving knowledge from the big repository of web documents to develop ontologies. The proposed approach is a combination of web content mining and web usage mining. So both entities, web user’s and web writer’s view point can be captured which leads to extraction of conceptual relationships. The purposed approach is usable for large web area and it can be useful to create cross domain ontologies. And it will reduce price as well as time at the time of semantic web application development. This methodology can be used for search engine optimization throw which search engine can get a higher rank in web search environment. Still human involvement is there because ontology learning process is not converted into a fully automated process.

Dongkyu Jeon et al., [15] has proposed Semantic Decision Tree Algorithm for semantic web ontology. This algorithm can full fill the necessity of highly expected knowledge mining from big size ontology. Semantic web ontology has several characteristics to apply traditional decision tree algorithm which is the most popular in data mining classification. This algorithm will useful to mine the covered information and knowledge in the semantic web repository. This algorithm is useful to search variables for decision tree automatically based on network information of ontology. This algorithm contain an advance split condition named refinement like Cardinality Restriction Refinement, Domain Restriction Refinement, Concept Constructor Refinement, Qualification Refinement which make power of
expression is more complex and rich. One major problem with this algorithm is sometime it create duplicate meanings for refinements. Target property of decision tree to relation is a data type property whose range is limited to Boolean typed value only.

C.S.Bhatia et al., [16] has invented a process of ontology learning to retrieve the information by using the Grammatical Rule Extraction Technique. This paper shows about the tough decomposition of a document into several individual segments. To identify the re-occurred features in web document Naïve Bays approach is used. Once the document is classified according to the ontology then it is easy to perform the critical semantic queries. This approach gives automatic processing to the tasks that perform the ontology development of particular document. Ontology learning by the Grammatical Rule Extraction Technique has obtained exact result of query. Use of Grammatical Rule Extraction Technique gives low percentage of error in index making. The result of this approach is not implemented on PDF and Postscript documents.

Sebastian A. Rios et al., [18] gave a concept based approach for offline web site enhancement. Because extracting of useful information from sites based on list of keyword searching techniques is somewhat difficult. Before this approach semantic WUM process used a concept-based approach in mining process of semantic web. The technique discussed in this paper can enhance the contents and structure of a web site offline. In this paper, proposed method was compared with four other WUM methods. After that a quality of enhancement was calculated using a survey to 100 visitors of the site, giving the effective result. This web mining process generates more semantically fit result according to the user’s query. This approach is based on user’s interest and correlation measurement, so by the result analysis it was proved that this approach obtain closer results for users according to their browsing preferences. Resultant performance is useful for 74% visitors which is better than the other methods(previously existed methods that were discussed in this paper) which are giving less than 50%. Classical WUM process took approximate 11 hours to complete the task whereas this approach took only 15 minutes for same task. Developed model is a very powerful method for solving many real time problems of classical WUM processes.

Sanjay Kumar Malik et al. [19] have discussed a web scraping technique for retrieving useful information from the HTML pages. This technique used a Prolog Server Pages (PSP). Semantic annotation technique is used here to add semantics rules and a valid structured to existed unstructured text documents. Knowledge Information Management (KIM) tools is used to extract semantic information. This paper highlights the web usage mining, semantic annotation and web scraping and tells how to achieve better performance and efficiency at the information extraction time from the web repository. For further enhancement, semantic annotation in creation of ontology annotation may be used.

### III. SUMMARY

In recent world extracting the exact information from the web document in efficient manner is the main area of developer’s and researcher’s interest across the whole world. Without the help of semantic web, exact information extraction is impossible. Many techniques [Table 3] are suggested by the researchers for knowledge extraction from Semantic Web. Many semantic web mining techniques are discussed in the related work that will help the researchers to create the perfect semantic web mining technique in all the conditions. Because every technique has some limitation. Therefore, Combination of these techniques may help the researchers to develop the perfect technique for semantic web.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author Name</th>
<th>Proposed Technique</th>
<th>Year of Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tab-Lam Wong et al.</td>
<td>Learning to Adapt Web Information Extraction Knowledge and Discovering New Elements via a Bayesian Approach</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neyyed Gholmnadeh et al.</td>
<td>Ontology-based Fuzzy Web Services Clustering</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayantilal A.D.S et al.</td>
<td>Knowledge Extraction Technique for Semantic Web Using Web Mining</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongley Jean et al.</td>
<td>Semantic Decision Tree Algorithm</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.S. Bhatia et al.</td>
<td>Ontology Learning and Grammatical Rule Extraction Technique</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian A. Rios et al.</td>
<td>Concept-based Approach for Offline Web Site Enhancements</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanjay Kumar Malik et al.</td>
<td>Web Scrapping Technique for Information Extraction</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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